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This study spells out what happened so far and what would be needed to do in the 
areas of research, development and innovation cooperation to assist the creation of 
a lively start-up ecosystem in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) and the creation of 
a Visegrad innovation hub. The study identifies effective ways of assistance by the 
states through diplomacy in these efforts. First it examines which structures and 
players are suitable for a deeper regional cooperation supporting innovation in the 
individual countries. Then it analyses a few potential strategies of going about it and 
finally it proposes a few next steps.

The Background of creaTing The Visegrad 

innoVaTion huB

In the 2015 spring issue of the Külügyi Szemle (Foreign Policy Review, KSZ), a 
short analyses was published by Endre Spaller, the Vice President for External 
Relations of the National Research, Development and Innovation Office of 

Hungary. According to its abstract,
The study raises the question where the member states of the V4 stand in 
terms of innovation performance in a European perspective. It scrutinises to 
what extent the previous academic research-financing institutional system 
has transformed into or been complemented with an innovation-fostering 
one that lends favour to enterprises. It showcases innovation programmes 
being implemented in certain countries. Finally, it raises the issue that if 
this region only emulates Western programmes but cannot spend more on 
them than several developed member states of the EU do, its enterprises 
are not more innovative and its research projects are less integrated, then 
what represents the breakthrough point for the region?

This study builds on these findings and spells out what happened so far and 
what would be needed to do in the areas of research, development and innovation 
cooperation to assist the creation of a lively start-up ecosystem in Central and 
Eastern Europe (CEE). The study identifies effective ways of assistance by the 
states and through diplomacy in these efforts. First it examines which structures 
and players are suitable for a deeper regional cooperation based on Spaller’s review 
of (state) organisations supporting innovation in the individual countries. Then it 
analyses a few potential strategies of going about it and finally it proposes a few 
next steps.

“Can you imagine a diplomat walking into a ruin bar in the middle of a heated 
exchange of 20+ start-uppers in any V4 capitals?”, asked me recently the head 
of the Design Terminal in Budapest (DT), one of the most successful accelerator 
institutions in the V4. My answer was simple: innovation is inevitable in all areas of 
our life in Central and Eastern Europe to stay competitive, including diplomacy and 

http://kki.gov.hu/download/6/0f/21000/Spaller.pdf
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foreign trade, so if this is unimaginable now, it has to become natural very soon. If a 
new style of diplomacy is needed for that, so be it.

The state – including its foreign trade and diplomatic services – can and in 
fact must foster regional cooperation within the V4, among others in the areas of 
research, development and innovation to help start-ups. It has all the necessary 
tools, structures and if they are put in use with a clear concept, they can be effective 
and useful. This is the hypothesis of this study.

In many areas, well-functioning regional cooperation mechanisms – like the 
Nordic Council or the V4 – work very closely in foreign affairs, sharing embassies 
and trade houses and reaching out to locals not as competitors but as cooperating 
partners. There is already a jointly operated Visegrad trade house in South Africa 
and there could be many more, helping to promote traditional ways of foreign trade. 
That is why Hungary is currently in the process of appointing several foreign trade 
diplomats to start their mission all over the world.

As György Suha notes in his study in the same issue of KSZ,
The constant changes affecting the network of foreign relations and the 
challenges that global economic processes have triggered are the primary 
forces behind those innovative approaches that decision-makers of national 
governments have developed. These decision-makers are in charge of 
creating a more dynamic environment for diplomatic institutions. It can be 
argued that the national resources used for prioritising the objectives of the 
economic diplomacy, developing commercial ties and creating incentives 
for investments are far from being inexhaustible.

But these new and innovative approaches are not only needed in traditional 
foreign trade: in fact, innovative diplomacy within V4 should find its role even more 
in assisting the creation of our knowledge economies and the way to do it is to 
support regional cooperation within research, development and innovation (RDI) 
and among start-ups. Connections between academic institutions and other 
connections between entrepreneurs themselves are already being built. But it is the 
more complex academic–business relations in a 4-country matrix are the ones that 
are missing, which would allow highly beneficial cross-fertilisation among these 
diverse players.

There are already more or less suitable structures and roles in place for that – so 
that the region can indeed fulfil the promise of becoming an innovation hub. If this 
name simply remains a buzzword and no effort is put in developing our knowledge-
based economy, producing much higher value added than traditional economies, 
then the region will lose out to other emerging markets.

It seems that leaders within the region understand this and act individually as 
well as together. The Czech Republic started to appoint innovation ambassadors. 
In Slovakia and Poland, the presidents are active in promoting start-ups and their 
regional cooperation.

Just recently, V4 government officials signed a Memorandum of Understanding 
on supporting the regional cooperation among start-ups. The document was 

http://kki.gov.hu/download/7/0f/21000/Suha.pdf
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signed by Secretary of State Responsible for Culture and Scientific Diplomacy 
in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade István Íjgyártó (Hungary), Minister of 
Industry and Trade Jan Mládek (Czech Republic), Minister of Economy Vazil Hudák 
(Slovakia), and Deputy Minister of Economy Grażyna Henclewska (Poland). The 
event was held in the presence of Vice President for the Digital Single Market of the 
European Commission Andrus Ansip.

This is a very important moment and a clear sign of commitment towards a 
closer V4 cooperation within the participating states, in addition to the existing 
direct connections among start-ups, accelerators and other institutions. The 
Memorandum, however, did not spell out exactly how its goals would be implemented, 
so it allows a bit of a room for planning. This study will also propose some further 
ways of going about it.

Where do We sTand?

In the 2015 Innovation Union Scoreboard all V4 countries were still categorised as 
moderate innovators, with Poland being second to last position at the lower end 
of the board and the Czech Republic on the top of it, following Estonia, jumping 

several positions from 2014.
As Spaller notes, states have developed in their attitude towards financing 

innovation; while earlier they only funded academia and universities (which may 
be two separate sectors in CEE), now they invest in the entire innovation cycle 
from product development to production and sales. However, the structures are 
too complicated and fragmented in many ways, where duplications and hiatus also 
occur. Some countries, like Hungary, have centralised the financing and an exemplary 
agency, Design Terminal, but it lacks other effective incubators, and – apart from 
the extremely successful big players like Prezi, Ustream or LogMeIn – the next 
wave of successful exits are not seen. Others, like Poland, have a broad network 
of those but financing is suffering from an overcomplicated state bureaucracy. In 
Slovakia, the system is highly diverse, lively but fragmented and seems to not only 
benefit but also suffer from this complexity. In the Czech Republic – despite the 
relatively slow and rigid academic system – we see the most developed ecosystem 
for innovation with a well functioning state-run system supported by Czech Invest, 
the investment-development arm of the foreign ministry. While Prague continues to 
be a key venue, Brno is the emerging star in innovation with a promising hub where 
academic, private and state players interact effectively.

Unfortunately, there are still three main problems with the entire region. In some 
of the V4 countries there is a hiatus in the fundamental “holy trinity” of innovation 
development. If one element of these three is missing, there is no chance for 
breakthrough: connection between knowledge and market, financing mechanisms 
and accelerators.

http://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/innovation/facts-figures/scoreboards/files/ius-2015_en.pdf
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Connections

First of all, the knowledge sectors are still highly segregated from the market; in 
other words: universities and academic institutions are still ‘old school’, highbrow, 
rigid organizations while the market must be vivid, flexible and versatile. The nature, 
the modus operandi of academia is very different and therefore their chances for 
smooth cooperation are limited. The most underdeveloped area is the academic 
sector, where the state is overwhelmingly present and often hurts the innovation 
potential. Academia is not even utilised to a large degree for shaping policy: in 
some V4 countries, the notion of “evidence-based policy” – the practice that the 
government (should) normally base their policy decisions on scientific evidence 
provided by independent academics – is completely dismissed. This would be an 
area where academia could practice its ‘utilitarian’ function: assisting with decision-
making. In that spirit, it would not be so strange to use their knowledge on more 
practical areas of people’s daily life where innovation and start-ups are flourishing. 
If the academic institutions would act as power houses of policy, they could put 
their knowledge at use easier for the market as well. What is painfully lacking: 
not only the practical experience but also the motivation. The academic sector 
is still not interested enough in seeking partners in business. Even 25 years after 
transition, they look at the market with suspicion mixed with envy, not recognising 
that they actually have something at hand that business must pay for under any 
circumstances: knowledge. If academia would recognise the huge asset they have 
(plenty of infrastructure, young, fresh minds whose primarily obligation is to learn, 
research, discover, invent), they would be more open to find ways of cooperation. As 
long as they see it as “selling out” high-value knowledge, instead of turning it into 
mutually beneficial business, they will be viewed with the same suspicion and envy 
by business. Until motivating mechanisms to match the interests of these sectors 
are introduced – through a relationship broker type of activity – little progress 
will be made. Ironically, the dramatic cuts in the overall state funding of higher 
education (up to 25–30 per cent in some cases) may force some institutions to 
look for alternatives, but being in such a desperate situation usually does not help 
creativity and some disciplines are simply not in the position to partner up with for-
profits. Nobody will envisage cool new start-ups to pop up in the area of medieval 
history or post-modern philosophy.

Funding

The second issue is closely connected to the first: the very nature of the state 
is often an obstacle in development. The way of financing – as the only way it 
can be done with public money whether it comes from the government or the 
EU – is through writing grant proposals for tenders instead of pitching for real life 
investors directly as it would happen in the market. And there is ample money, so 
this conditions them, in a very dangerous way, to be good proposal writers but 
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not necessarily creative and resourceful, problem solving entrepreneurs. When you 
pitch for investors personally, you must be able to answer dozens of snap, ‘devil’s 
advocate’ questions that help the investor judge your potential. When you write 
a grant proposal, you may simply hire professional tender writers, who are highly 
experienced and skilled in their profession – tender writing – but have nothing to do 
with your start-up venture. They do not give “blood, sweat and tears” for the initial 
period of the enterprise, but are simply providing a professional service for a fee. 
Even if start-uppers write their own proposals, their mindset and thought-process 
are very different from a pitching process.

If the owner of the enterprise is an inventor, a designer and not a business 
manager, the proposal may be successful in attracting seed money from EU 
funds but nothing prevents it from falling on the bumpy road of operating and the 
actual real life of business. This may cause major problems when it comes to the 
sustainability of the project, when EU funds dry up.

There are already efforts to overcome the problem and to help start-ups 
practice pitching and meet real-life investors. The excellent We4Startups program 
supported by the International Visegrad Fund (IVF) is one example which regularly 
brings young start-ups from the V4 to the Silicon Valley and New York to go through 
the exhilarating but tough process of being judged by business angels, venture 
capitalists and other investors. Here, again, the main question is what motivation a 
player may have to invest in incubators or programs helping new SMEs to take-off. 
We know the motivation of investors, but investors have plenty of options so they 
cannot be expected to do this on the big scale for others. Again, the state can play 
a key role here as long as it has the capacity and skilled people to take on this role. 
With the limited capacity of investment-promoting organisations within the foreign 
service, it can produce only limited results.

Accelerators

The third area for development is the establishment of accelerators or incubators. 
There are a few good examples of that, primarily because it is the area where market 
players interested in creating a more inspiring, competitive business environment 
are doing more. The first, recently opened, CEE based Google Campus in Warsaw 
is a state of the art example, but similar accelerators should be popping up in every 
major city across the region in cooperation among the local authorities, the market 
and academia. If there are more of these best practices replicated all over the 
region, then we can say that the V4 innovation hub starts to take shape. But it is yet 
to be seen how sustainable the participation of business will be in such endeavours, 
because the direct impact on the sponsoring company may be limited.

The story of the very first such innovation lab, Kitchen Budapest is very telling. 
It was created by the Hungarian Telekom back in 2007, which shows what an 
exceptional vision was behind it. Prezi, the superstar of the Hungarian start-up 
scene grew out of there, so it clearly proves its ability to nurture successful business 

http://googlepolska.blogspot.hu/2015/10/zapisy-do-campus-warsaw-otwarte.html
http://www.kitchenbudapest.hu/
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ideas. However, as the original sponsor pulled out, the project started to sink instead 
of being taken over by others.

The most curious institution is Design Terminal, currently the only central 
government owned accelerator in the region. DT was originally established as a 
non-profit company and since 1 January 2014, it has been operating as government 
agency with extraordinary status. It unique position shows both the potential 
strengths and weaknesses of such organisations embedded in the curious system 
of a CEE state machinery. As its mission statement says,

Design Terminal is the national center for creative industries in Budapest, 
Hungary. With the stimulation of digital economy, industrial design and urban 
planning, our mission is to support value-added local enterprises reaching 
the global marketplace. Our competition-based, free incubation services 
include business consultation and mentoring, local and international trade 
show presence as well as early stage investment mediation.

DT could be the blueprint for similar such institutions in the V4 region, which 
could serve as the cornerstones of the V4 innovation hub. However, the institution 
is too young to draw well-founded conclusions as in the ever-turbulent political life 
of the CEE region such state-created institutions are far for being stable. DT has 
already survived a not-so-friendly acquisition attempt by a major industrial and 
media mogul, that led to the creation of a shelter over it in the form of a strategic 
ministerial institution of the Hungarian government whose existence is enshrined in 
a law. It is still to be seen if the life-span of the organisation spreads over election 
cycles.

A somewhat similar, although a lot less hyped institution is in Prague, called TC, 
which is another example of a state-run innovation development institution that 
is not a bureau, but a research organisation trying to reach out to the market. It 
focuses on the connection between research, technical innovation and business, 
and uses government and EU fundings for that purpose.

hoW To go aBouT iT?

The major question in all of the above areas is the extent to which market, 
state and academia can work together for innovation. As Spaller rightfully 
asks in his study: “if this region only emulates Western programmes but 

cannot spend more on them than several developed member states of the EU do, 
its enterprises are not more innovative and its research projects are less integrated, 
then what represents the breakthrough point for the region?”

Far for knowing the answer, one thing seems to be certain: the weakest point 
right now is the limited ability of state-owned academic institutions to cooperate in 
a complex matrix of two other sectors in three other countries. They have acquired 
valuable skills in international research cooperation in recent years and there is 

https://www.tc.cz/en
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ample opportunity for that in Horizon 2020. The past few years also showed which 
institutions have certain departments or other functional units that have potential 
for a broader cooperation based on business interests. What they need now is 
more living connections with other similar institutions as well as businesses in the 
region. There is only one area: market; all the rest – their national government and 
academic institutions – is fragmented. So the key is building lasting and market-
based connections in this complex reality – this should be the guiding recognition 
for these actors.

But how to intervene in such a complex, partly existing, partly missing relationship-
maze? Is it enough to work through the usual routes? Promote trade relationships, 
encourage universities to cooperate? Connect an investor in one country with a 
potential start-up in another? These ways will no longer be sufficient: this arena is 
much more multifaceted than that. Those who are involved in developing innovation 
in any given country know that it is a complicated, multi-player area.

But the role that governments can play in nurturing innovation is not obvious and 
some analysts are warning investors about the dangers of having illusions about 
how business friendly the CEE governments are even after 25 years of capitalism.

WhaT Tools do The V4 sTaTes haVe in This regard?

Individual states have their own tools within the V4 region. As mentioned above, 
each Visegrad country is approaching the issue of RDI in various ways: some 
through the active participation of the presidents, like Slovakia and Poland 

(inspired by Estonia). The president of Slovakia, Andrej Kiska, an entrepreneur 
himself, is actively promoting the transition “from the iron age to the silicon age” 
and suggesting to found the so-called Visegrad House in the Silicon Valley which 
would serve the relations with the US investors ready to invest in our region.

Poland managed to attract the first European Google Campus to Warsaw and 
seems to really focus on start-ups with lots of events and new projects taking shape. 
Although Poland is big enough to play alone, Andrzej Duda, the new Polish president 
specifically supports regional cooperation on innovation within the Visegrad region, 
including the creation of a Visegrad development bank – which is, in fact, a missing 
link in the chain of funding.

Another innovative approach is applied by the Czech government: they started 
appointing RDI ambassadors – the first one to Israel which will be one of the most 
exciting countries when it comes to knowledge-based economy and innovation. 
It is yet to be seen if the Czechs are interested in any deeper cooperation within 
the region since their traditionally strong ties to the German academic sector may 
make them less inclined to do so.

Governments also have at their disposal a close-knit network of foreign service, 
with several missions and diplomats all across the board in the region: not only 
embassies but cultural and investment development institutions and special 

http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/2/12892858-78a2-11e5-a95a-27d368e1ddf7.html#axzz3syHgwuop
http://visegradinsight.eu/who-really-leads-central-europe/
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diplomats focusing on various aspects of international relations: science, business, 
culture, trade, as well as honorary consuls and their networks. Pulling those 
resources, rethinking their function and rearranging them in an innovative way are 
the tasks ahead. The new trend is obvious: economic and business interests are 
put in the focus, and the task of trade promotion and attraction of new investment 
has never been so much stressed by V4 ministries of foreign affairs. The Hungarian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade was recently received this new name for 
the purpose to emphasize foreign trade even in the name. Currently, Hungary is 
appointing new foreign trade attachés to over a hundred missions around the world 
as a final goal. This is certainly a good idea, as the newly appointed diplomats have 
the type of business experience that traditionally diplomats lack. The old-fashioned 
mentality from the pre-transition practice of import-export companies will not be 
sufficient for the new expectations, so the success of the effort remains to be seen.

Diplomats can do what they have always been doing: building relationships – 
but in new, uncharted territories, undiscovered areas, more intensely and probably 
acquiring a new style as part of the process. Some classic career diplomats may be 
suitable for the task, but more diverse career paths are even more beneficial: people 
with experience in business, academia and the public sector – perhaps even civil 
society – would be ideal. It would make a lot of sense to agree on a joint approach, 
and as vaguely described in the above-mentioned V4 Memorandum, a strategy 
should be worked out together. Practically, a special envoy for innovation should 
be responsible for the coordination of such regional efforts, whose mandate could 
be financed by funds from the International Visegrad Fund (whose new director 
used to be responsible for innovation in her previous role, so she has the necessary 
understanding for such an effort).

The extent to which individual V4 states can act for a V4 innovation hub is 
limited: the region must act together, in a coordinated manner, and learn from other 
successful regional cooperation strategies.

The most important region for the V4 to learn from is the one made up of the 
Nordic countries. Currently, Stockholm “is already one of the hottest tech hubs in 
the world, with more unicorn start-ups per capita than any other region except 
Silicon Valley. And it shows no signs of stopping.” But the other countries in the 
region are not left behind either: Finland and Denmark have long been known for 
their major impact on innovation and design, and Iceland has recognised how to 
turn their disadvantages coming from isolation and scale into opportunities.

The regional cooperation in innovation among the Nordic countries is exemplary 
and studying it would serve with highly valuable lessons for those working on a 
similar vision in the V4 region. It is important to note that the Nordic innovation 
projects are mostly focused on welfare, city living, communal innovation: in other 
words, the fruits of development innovation are almost always put to use for the 
public not only a private investor. This is how the state can be a strategic not-for-
profit player in the crossroads of market, science and state administration in a 
win–win constellation.

http://www.investstockholm.com/move-to-stockholm/news/housing-for-foreign-talent-collaborative-solutions/
http://www.nordicinnovation.org/
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summary and recommendaTions

The obvious next steps on the short term are about using existing foreign 
relations. One of the most important ways of strengthening the RDI 
cooperation among the Visegrad countries is the use of such diplomats, 

including the reshuffling of the job descriptions of some of the existing science and 
technology as well as foreign trade attachés and appointing some of them with new 
responsibilities. All four countries should send and receive them mutually across 
the region, or, alternatively, travelling posts or special envoys could be developed 
and financed together with regional responsibilities.

The lessons from a first few pilot projects, leading to successful start-ups’ take-
off as a result, should be the basis of evaluation of further such efforts.

Strengthening the V4 cooperation is a key national interest for Hungary. One of 
the most important lessons of recent years is that more concrete steps should be 
made in that direction, including the integration of trade and economic aspects in 
addition to the cultural and political ones.

Although there seems to be a consensus around the level of institutional 
framework of Visegrad – namely that having only the IVF is sufficient –, each 
country may still invest into the V4 cooperation along its specific interests, until (if 
at all) a new level of institutional cooperation is taking shape. Existing, natural and 
flexible channels must be supported in areas which lie far from potential conflict 
and create mutual economic and trade benefit.

The most suitable area for that is research, development and innovation: 
connecting education, scientific research and development as well as innovation 
with the emerging start-up sphere. Here, a leap can be achieved through a better 
utilisation of existing structures and brokering relationships that have a direct effect 
on reaching more ambitious trade and economic goals through the higher value 
added segment of knowledge economy.

In October 2015, the V4 partners signed a Memorandum of Understanding for the 
more intense support of the regional cooperation of start-ups. The implementation 
is not spelled out in the document but it should be executed by diplomats specifically 
devoted to the issue of RDI and start-ups as V4 RDI/economic attachés.

They may be accredited in all V4 countries so working in a regional scope they 
could speed up and extend the cooperation of RDI players and start-ups, contributing 
to the development of a more supportive start-up ecosystem. The natural flow of 
exchanging knowledge should be enhanced, which can directly and mutually effect 
economic cooperation among the V4s. The work of such diplomats could majorly 
assist in the creation of a truly competitive Visegrad innovation hub.
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The work would not be limited to strictly RDI, but would also support
– harmonisation efforts supporting a competition (i.e. Digital Single Market);
– information sharing including building investor relations;
– development of the business environment via sharing best practice; and
– supporting specific, company- or cluster-level innovation cooperation.

Ideally, such persons should also be able to travel and bring back lessons learnt 
from the Nordic innovation program, so that the V4 innovation hubs remain not only 
a popular mantra, but it can soon become a reality.


